Hot & Healthy Body News

ASK DR.
ASHTON

CAN A
CORSET
TONE
YOUR
TUMMY?

Q I had an abortion. Will that
make it harder
for me to get
pregnant later?

Post-baby “waist training”—wearing
a super-restrictive undergarment day and night—is trending with celebs.
With repeated use, a corset can help reunite your ab muscles if they’ve
separated during childbirth, so your belly looks flatter even after you take
it off. But gastroenterologists warn that prolonged stomach pressure can
cause acid reflux and damage the GI tract. Instead, do core exercises to
strengthen your abs, whether or not you’ve had a baby. —MARISSA GAINSBURG
SOURCE: REBEKAH GROSS, MD, GASTROENTEROLOGIST AND CLINICAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR AT THE NYU SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

SOURCE: JENNIFER ASHTON, MD, AN OBGYN AND SENIOR MEDICAL CONTRIBUTOR
FOR ABC NEWS

Never Forget
Your
Pill Again
The average woman
remembers to take
her birth-control pill just
71 percent of the time,
reports a new study in the
Journal of Women’s Health.
Sound familiar? Try
a Pill-reminder app—they
work! Data from the folks
responsible for the MediSafe
app (free) shows that
their users remember to
take their daily birth-control
pill 94 percent of the time.
—LIZ PLOSSER
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It’s Time to Enroll!
Thanks to the Affordable Care Act,
only 15 percent of Americans are
uninsured, compared with 20
percent in 2013. Among those who
switched plans because of the law,
61 percent are paying the same or
less. Plus, 67 percent of women
now get their birth control for free,
a study by the Guttmacher Institute
reports. Don’t miss out: Sign up for
a plan at Healthcare.gov between
November 15 and February 15.
Feeling confused or broke? The
folks at the nonprofit EnrollAmerica
.org offer gratis help mapping out
your options. —OLIVIA SIMONE
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“This
won’t
cost a
thing.…”
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It’s very unlikely. Medical abortion with prescription drugs and surgical
abortion using vacuum
aspiration both pose no fertility risk. There is a very
small risk when doctors
employ dilation and curettage (D&C)—a scraping of
the pregnancy tissue that’s
more likely to be used the
later you are in pregnancy.
A D&C can create scar tissue, which could then
make it hard for an embryo
to implant in that exact spot
in the future. This happens
less than 1 percent of the
time, and if your MD suspects you are dealing with
scar tissue, she can check
your uterus, and the scar
tissue can be removed.

